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Tectono-stratigraphic history of northern Amdrup Land,
eastern North Greenland: implications for the
northernmost East Greenland shelf

Lars Stemmerik, Birgitte D. Larsen and Finn Dalhoff

The NW–SE-oriented Sommerterrasserne fault in Amdrup Land marks the southern limit of
Mesozoic compression related to the transform plate boundary between North Greenland and
Svalbard. Structural style in Amdrup Land changes across the fault; Carboniferous, Permian and
Jurassic sediments in northern Amdrup Land north-east of the fault are gently folded, with NE–
SW-trending fold axes, whereas they are gently dipping south of the fault. The Sommerterras-
serne fault is regarded as the south-eastern extension of the Trolle Land fault zone of eastern
Peary Land. Upper Moscovian carbonates of the Foldedal Formation rest unconformably on
isoclinally folded Upper Proterozoic sediments of the Independence Fjord Group in northern
Amdrup Land and are conformably overlain by chert-rich limestones of the Permian Kim Fjelde
and Midnatfjeld Formations. Locally, up to 70 m of Jurassic sandstone and siltstone are pre-
served in the axes of the synclines, resting conformably on Permian limestones; the folding thus
post-dates their deposition. The folding of the sediments to the north-east of the Sommerterras-
serne fault most likely took place during the latest Cretaceous; it is post-dated by a post-
Paleocene extensional event.
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The Wandel Sea Basin in the north-easternmost part of
Greenland was an area of accumulation during the
Early Carboniferous to Palaeogene. It is located at the
margin of the stable Greenland craton, at the intersec-
tion of the Caledonian and Ellesmerian orogenic belts
(Fig. 1; Dawes & Soper 1973; Håkansson & Stemmerik
1989). The onshore deposits in Greenland form part
of a large system of interconnected intracratonic ba-
sins that cover the Barents Shelf and the northern part
of the East Greenland shelf. The structural and deposi-
tional history of the western Barents Shelf has been
described in considerable detail over the past 15 years
as the result of hydrocarbon exploration in the area
(Gabrielsen et al. 1990; Johansen et al. 1993). In con-
trast, data from the northern East Greenland shelf are
limited; most information comes from regional aero-
magnetic and gravimetric surveys (Dawes 1990). There
is sparse seismic data from the area south of 80°N but
most data are confidential and information is only avail-

able in a generalised form (Escher & Pulvertaft 1995).
The main structural elements controlling the evolu-

tion of the Wandel Sea Basin are the East Greenland,
Trolle Land and Harder Fjord fault zones (Fig. 1; Hå-
kansson & Stemmerik 1989). The Trolle Land fault zone
in eastern Peary Land forms the southern part of the
Trolle Land fault system (Håkansson & Pedersen 1982;
Zinck-Jørgensen 1994). This fault system constitutes
an important structural element related to the devel-
opment of the transform plate boundary between east-
ern North Greenland and Svalbard (Håkansson &
Pedersen 1982). The fault system is well exposed in
eastern Peary Land where it is composed of five major
NW–SE-striking, sub-vertical faults with a lateral dis-
tance of 7–10 km (Zinck-Jørgensen 1994). These faults
are suggested as continuing towards the south-east to
Kronprins Christian Land, where they are largely un-
exposed due to extensive ice cover (Fig. 1).

This paper discusses the tectono-stratigraphic his-
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tory of northern Amdrup Land and its implications for
the East Greenland shelf areas based on new struc-
tural, biostratigraphic and sedimentological observa-
tions. The Sommerterrasserne fault in northern Amdrup
Land forms the easternmost extent of the Trolle Land
fault zone. It divides structurally deformed Carbonifer-
ous and younger deposits from flat-lying undeformed
Upper Palaeozoic sediments. The depositional record
and structural style of northern Amdrup Land differ
significantly from that recognised at Kilen and Prinses-
se Ingeborg Halvø further to the north in the Trolle
Land fault system in Kronprins Christian Land (Håkans-
son et al. 1989, 1992, 1993). The preserved Upper Pal-
aeozoic succession is much thinner than that recorded
from northern Prinsesse Ingeborg Halvø by Håkans-
son et al. (1989); it resembles that of Holm Land and
southern Amdrup Land (Fig. 2; Stemmerik unpublished
data). Also, the Mesozoic succession is thinner and
stratigraphically condensed compared to Kilen (Hå-
kansson et al. 1991). Northern Amdrup Land thus forms
a unique area within the Wandel Sea Basin where the
Upper Palaeozoic depositional evolution is related to
the Holm Land – Amdrup Land segment of the basin
and the structural style to the Trolle Land fault system.
This may have some important implications for the
petroleum potential of the adjacent shelf areas and for
the structural evolution of the region.

Geological framework

The post-Caledonian Wandel Sea Basin is located in a
narrow fringe along the margins of the stable Green-
land craton. The depositional area is delineated by the
Harder Fjord, Trolle Land and East Greenland fault zones
(Fig. 1; Håkansson & Stemmerik 1989). The Wandel
Sea Basin deposits rest with a regional unconformity
on Precambrian to Silurian rocks, which were deformed
during the Caledonian and Ellesmerian orogenies.

Two main epochs of basin evolution have been rec-
ognised during previous studies of the basin fill; the
earlier, Late Palaeozoic epoch is characterised by a fairly
simple system of grabens and half-grabens (Stemme-
rik & Håkansson 1989; Stemmerik 1996) whereas the
later, Mesozoic epoch is dominated by strike-slip move-
ments and deposition in isolated pull-apart basins (Hå-
kansson et al. 1991). The Mesozoic structural events
only influenced the northern part of the basin, north
of the Trolle Land fault zone and its eastward continu-
ation (Fig. 1).

The Wandel Sea Basin deposits in northern Amdrup
Land are located north of the Trolle Land fault zone
and are affected by post-Jurassic structural events. They
were deposited east of the East Greenland fault zone
near the northern limit of a depositional area that con-
nects southwards to the sedimentary basins of East
Greenland and is dominated by east–west extension
along Caledonian lineaments. The area is separated by
a NW–SE-trending fault, the Sommerterrasserne fault
(see Fig. 3), from the areas to the south that are unaf-
fected by Mesozoic compression related to the trans-
form plate boundary between eastern North Greenland
and Svalbard. The Kilen and Prinsesse Ingeborg Halvø
areas further to the north in the Trolle Land fault sys-
tem have been affected by four tectonic pulses of mid-
Jurassic to post-Paleocene age (Håkansson et al. 1989,
1992, 1993). These events are also documented in the
Trolle Land fault system further to the west in eastern
Peary Land (Zinck-Jørgensen 1994). They include the
mid-Jurassic Ingeborg event, the mid-Cretaceous Kilen
event, a latest Cretaceous strike-slip event and post-
Paleocene extension (Håkansson et al. 1989, 1992,
1993).

Fig. 1. Map of the eastern part of the Wandel Sea Basin show-
ing the major structural lineaments. The blank area on northern
Kronprins Christian Land is ice. Modified from Håkansson &
Stemmerik (1989).

Fig. 2. Lithostratigraphy and thickness of Upper Palaeozoic and
Mesozoic sediments on Holm Land, Amdrup Land, Prinsesse
Ingeborg Halvø and eastern Peary Land. Data from Håkansson
et al. (1989) and Stemmerik et al. (1996).
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Fig. 3. See facing page for caption.
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Fig. 3. a: Geological map of northern Amdrup Land showing sediment outcrops and major structural elements. Based on field
observations and photogrammetric interpretations. X and Y refer to localities mentioned in the text. The rose diagram shows the
directions of fold axes in the area between the Sommerterrasserne and north Amdrup Land faults (black) and between the north
Amdrup Land and Antarctic Bugt faults (stippled). Spot heights in metres. b: Aerial photograph of northern Amdrup Land at the
same scale as the map showing the topographic expression of the main structural elements. Photo: 876L 2864 (with parts of 876K
1831, 1834), August 1978, National Survey and Cadastre, Copenhagen, Denmark.
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Stratigraphy

In northern Amdrup Land, the Wandel Sea Basin de-
posits rest unconformably on strongly deformed Prot-
erozoic sediments and volcanics of the Independence
Fjord Group (Figs 2–4). The Proterozoic rocks are
isoclinally folded with axes plunging 10° towards WNW
(285°–315°). They crop out mainly in the northern part
of the study area and on the wide coastal plain along
Antarctic Bugt (Fig. 3).

The oldest post-Caledonian sediments are black
shales with thin beds of resedimented carbonates.
These, so far undated sediments crop out locally along
a NNW–SSE-trending topographic lineament that pos-
sibly corresponds to a major fault, the Antarctic Bugt
fault (Figs 3, 4). They are laterally confined to this
zone; elsewhere shallow marine carbonates or locally

sandstones rest on the irregular basement surface. The
oldest carbonates are dated as late Moscovian and they
can be correlated to the lower part of the Foldedal
Formation in southern Amdrup Land (Fig. 2). Lower
Moscovian deposits, equivalent to the Kap Jungersen
Formation in southern Amdrup Land and southern Holm
Land, are not present in northern Amdrup Land. The
upper Moscovian – Gzelian succession attains a maxi-
mum thickness of about 190 m compared to more than
350 m at Kap Jungersen in southern Amdrup Land (Fig.
2). These sediments dominate the outcrops north-east
of the north Amdrup Land fault (Fig. 3). They are faulted
against younger Carboniferous, Gzelian carbonates of
the upper Foldedal Formation in the southern part of
the study area (locality X in Fig. 3a).

Mid- to Upper Permian limestones, cherty limestones
and cherty shales of the Kim Fjelde and Midnatfjeld

Fig. 4. Upper Moscovian carbonates
(UM) onlapping Independence Fjord
Group strata (IF) immediately south-west
of the Antarctic Bugt fault. Note the
topographic scarp defined by the fault;
for location, see Fig. 3. The cliff is
approximately 200 m high.

Fig. 5. Upper Jurassic sandstone (J)
conformably overlying Upper Permian
limestone (P). The sediments form the
northern flank of a synform, locality Y in
Fig. 3. Q: Quaternary sediments. The
outcrop is approximately 30 m high.
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Formations are widely exposed in the down-faulted
area between the Sommerterrasserne and north Amdrup
Land faults. North-east of the north Amdrup Land fault,
sediments of Middle to Late Permian age are confined
to a narrow zone north-west of Dværgfjorden (Fig. 3).
Sediments belonging to the Kim Fjelde Formation are
widespread in southern Amdrup Land whereas the
Midnatfjeld Formation is unknown from Holm Land
and southern Amdrup Land (Fig. 2). The latter forma-
tion is present in eastern Peary Land but only in the
north-eastern exposures (Håkansson 1979; Stemmerik
et al. 1996).

Sediments of Triassic – Middle Jurassic age are not
known from Amdrup Land. Upper Jurassic sediments
occur locally in the cores of two synforms in the south-

ern and eastern parts of the study area where they rest
conformably on Permian carbonates (Figs 3, 5). The
Jurassic succession attains a maximum thickness of
70 m in the southernmost outcrops where the sedi-
ments are unconformably overlain by Quaternary flu-
vial deposits. The sediments are dated as Oxfordian
based on the finds of two ammonites (J.H. Callomon,
personal communication 1996) and they correspond
in age to the basal part of the Ladegårdsåen Formation
of eastern Peary Land. There is no evidence of younger
Mesozoic or Palaeogene sediments in Amdrup Land
although there are more than 2000 m of Cretaceous
sediments at Kilen immediately to the north (Håkans-
son et al. 1991). Post-Permian sediments are not known
from the areas south of the Sommerterrasserne fault.

Fig. 6. a: The basal part of the Wandel
Sea Basin succession in northern Amdrup
Land. Black shales are conformably
overlain by upper Moscovian carbonates
(UM). Note the gentle folding of the
sediments in the distant outcrops that are
approximately 200 m high. b: Detail of
upper right corner of Fig. 6a showing
domal folding of the Carboniferous
carbonates. Width of ridged ground in
the middle distance is about 200 m.
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Structural geology

Northern Amdrup Land is relatively poorly exposed
and the present structural study of the Wandel Sea Basin
sediments therefore focused on major lineaments and
folds. It is based on a combination of photogrammetric
analysis of aerial photographs at a scale of 1:50 000
and field observations (Larsen 1996). The study forms
an integrated part of the regional mapping between
78°N and 81°N at a scale of 1:500 000 (Henriksen 1995,
1996) where another GEUS mapping team was respon-
sible for mapping of the pre-Wandel Sea Basin rocks
(Hull & Friderichsen 1995).

The structural style in Amdrup Land changes across
the NW–SE-oriented Sommerterrasserne fault (Fig. 3).
South-west of this fault sediments have not seen com-
pressional deformation; they are dipping gently (< 4°)
towards the east and south-east with some disturbance
along minor N–S-trending faults. In contrast, the Wandel
Sea Basin sediments are gently folded with NE–SW
fold axes north-east of the fault (Figs 3, 6). The Som-
merterrasserne fault, defining the southern limit of the
Trolle Land fault system in Kronprins Christian Land,
is poorly exposed and the fault has not been observed
in the field. Outcrops south-west of the fault consist of
eastwards dipping carbonates of the Upper Carbonif-
erous Foldedal Formation whereas folded Permian sedi-
ments of the Kim Fjelde and Midnatsfjeld Formations
are exposed north-east of the fault (Fig. 3). This indi-
cates a downthrow of the area to the north-east of at
least 120 m. The NW–SE-striking north Amdrup Land
fault, 7–8 km further to the north defines the northern

limits of a narrow graben where outcrops are domi-
nated by folded Permian and Jurassic sediments. The
fault is exposed in a creek on the eastern coastal plain
(locality X in Fig. 3a) where it strikes 150° and dips
70° towards the south-west. At this locality, Gzelian
sediments are down-thrown at least 60 m compared to
older Carboniferous sediments north-east of the fault.
A possible third fault, the Antarctic Bugt fault, is sug-
gested in the northern part of the study area (Fig. 3).
On the coastal plain north of this lineament, isoclinally
folded sediments of the Proterozoic Independence
Fjord Group are faulted against upper Moscovian sedi-
ments by a normal fault striking 44° and dipping 50°
to the north-west (Fig. 7). The throw on this fault ex-
ceeds 50 m. Immediately to the east of this fault, the
basal black shales of the Wandel Sea Basin are thrust
over younger Moscovian carbonates along a fault plane
striking 178° and dipping 66° to the west (Fig. 7).

In the graben area between the Sommerterrasserne
fault and the north Amdrup Land fault, the succession
dips gently towards the south-east. The Permian and
Jurassic strata are folded in gentle, en echelon domal
folds with an amplitude of approximately 100 m, a wave
length of 1–1.5 km and a lateral extent of 4–4.5 km
(Figs 3, 8). Fold axes strike north-east with some local
variations. North-east of the north Amdrup Land fault,
the Moscovian sediments are folded in somewhat larger
domal folds following a more easterly trend, and a
larger domal synform with an amplitude of 250–300 m,
a wave length of 3.5 km and a lateral extent of 7.3 km
exposes Carboniferous, Permian and Jurassic sediments
near Dværgfjorden (Figs 3, 8).

Fig. 7. Faulted contact between the
Independence Fjord Group (IF) and
Moscovian carbonates (UM). Immediately
to the south of this view, the basal
Moscovian shales (BS) are thrust over
younger carbonates. The foreground
exposures are approximately 30 m high.
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Discussion

The change of structural style across the Sommerter-
rasserne fault shows that this fault defines the south-
ern limit of deformation related to the plate movements
between Greenland and Spitsbergen in Amdrup Land,
and therefore forms the easternmost landward part of
the Trolle Land fault zone.

The conformal structural relationships between the
Upper Permian strata and the Upper Jurassic sediments
in northern Amdrup Land suggest minor tectonic ac-
tivity during the Early Mesozoic. This is different from
the pattern seen at Kilen and Prinsesse Ingeborg Halvø
in northern Kronprins Christian Land and in eastern
Peary Land where a major tectonic event, the Inge-
borg event, has been recognised. In eastern Peary Land,
the Upper Jurassic Ladegårdsåen Formation rests un-
conformably on tectonically disturbed Carboniferous
– Middle Triassic strata (Håkansson 1979; Zinck-Jør-
gensen 1994).

The folding of the Wandel Sea Basin deposits north-
east of the Sommerterrasserne fault took place after
deposition of the Upper Jurassic sediments. It should
therefore be correlated to either the mid-Cretaceous
Kilen event or the latest Cretaceous strike-slip event of
Pedersen (1988). The mid-Cretaceous Kilen event is
described as a dextral extensional event along the

NNW–SSE-trending faults in the Trolle Land fault sys-
tem (Håkansson & Pedersen 1982). Several pull-apart
basins, including the Kilen basin that has more than
1500 m of Upper Cretaceous sediments, were formed
during this event. Thermal maturity data from the
Jurassic sediments in northern Amdrup Land indicate
a maximum overburden of 200–300 m (Stemmerik et
al. 1998), and evidently the Kilen event did not lead to
major subsidence of northern Amdrup Land. The NE–
SW-trending fault that separates the Wandel Sea Basin
sediments from the Proterozoic basement north-east
of the Antarctic Bugt fault (locality Y in Fig. 3a) may be
related to dextral extensional movements during the
Kilen event.

The folding of the Wandel Sea Basin sediments in
northern Amdrup Land most likely took place during
the latest Cretaceous strike-slip event. This event is
described as a dextral compressional event that in the
Trolle Land fault system mainly led to E–W-trending
domal folds and N–S-oriented thrusts (Håkansson et
al. 1989). The observed ESE–WNW to ENE–WSW en
echelon orientation of the folds corresponds to a dex-
tral sense of displacement along the Sommerterrasser-
ne, north Amdrup Land and Antarctic Bugt faults. From
the structural map (Fig. 8) it is evident that the north
Amdrup Land and Sommerterrasserne faults were ac-
tive during this event. The north-easterly orientation
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of the fold axes in the graben area between the Som-
merterrasserne and north Amdrup Land faults com-
pared to the more easterly directions north-east of the
north Amdrup Land fault may imply that the graben
area saw the highest strike-slip intensity. However, the
structural deformation of northern Amdrup Land is
much less intense than seen further to the north in
Kronprins Christian Land where the domal folds are
associated with deformed thrust complexes (Håkans-
son et al. 1989, 1992, 1993).

The latest structural event in the area is extension
along the Sommerterrasserne and north Amdrup Land
faults. This event post-dates folding and led to forma-
tion of a graben between these faults. It is suggested
that it correlates with a post-Paleocene extensional
event described from other parts of the Trolle Land
fault system (Håkansson et al. 1991).

Tectono-stratigraphic evolution

Deposition in northern Amdrup Land started during
the mid-Moscovian. This is later than in southern
Amdrup Land and southern Holm Land where it started
during the early Moscovian but synchronous with the
onset of sedimentation in northern Holm Land and
eastern Peary Land (Fig. 2; Stemmerik & Håkansson
1989, 1991; Stemmerik et al. 1996). The depositional
patterns led Stemmerik & Håkansson (1989, 1991) to
suggest deposition on isolated fault blocks separated
by NW–SE-trending lineaments (Fig. 1). Possibly, the
Sommerterrasserne or north Amdrup Land faults, or
both, were active during the late Carboniferous, form-
ing the southern limits of a narrow block with a con-
densed late Carboniferous succession (190 m compared
to > 350 m in southern Amdrup Land). Condensation
is also seen on the southernmost fault block of the
Trolle Land fault system in eastern Peary Land where
Gzelian carbonates rest directly on Lower Palaeozoic
rocks (Fig. 2; Stemmerik et al. 1996). The northern
limits of the block most likely were defined by the
Antarctic Bugt fault. This could explain the distribu-
tion of the basal shale unit, which is confined to the
down-dip northern parts of the fault block whereas
more coarse-grained sandy sediments occur up-dip
along the north Amdrup Land fault.

The Early Permian event of non-deposition and pro-
longed subaerial exposure recorded elsewhere in the
basin (Stemmerik et al. 1996) also affected northern
Amdrup Land. Deposition started again during the mid-
Permian and during Late Permian times, deeper shelf

carbonates and cherty shales were deposited. There is
no direct evidence of Triassic or Lower Jurassic sedi-
ments in the area. However, comparing thermal matu-
rity of the Upper Permian and the immediately overlying
Upper Jurassic (Oxfordian) sediments suggests depo-
sition and removal of nearly 2000 m of post-Permian
sediments prior to deposition of the Oxfordian sedi-
ments (Stemmerik et al. 1998). This is taken as indirect
evidence of tectonic uplift and erosion during the mid-
Jurassic Ingeborg event. The Upper Jurassic sandstones
and siltstones were deposited in shallow marine envi-
ronments. They form the youngest deposits in north-
ern Amdrup Land and there is no evidence of extensive
sedimentation in post-Oxfordian times.

The mid-Cretaceous Kilen event only affected the
areas north-east of the Antarctic Bugt fault whereas strike-
slip movements along the three major faults led to fold-
ing of the sediments of the Wandel Sea Basin possibly
during the latest Cretaceous. Later, post-Paleocene
movements led to formation of a graben between the
Sommerterrasserne and north Amdrup Land faults.

Implications for the East Greenland
shelf

The shelf areas east of Amdrup Land are regarded as
the northernmost parts of the N–S-elongated Kronprins
Christian Land basin (Haimila et al. 1990). Geophysi-
cal information from this northern part of the shelf is
limited due to the ice conditions and consists mainly
of regional aeromagnetic and gravimetric surveys with
some additional refraction seismic data (Dawes 1990).
Geophysical data from the shelf areas south of 80°N
indicate that a series of N–S-oriented basins dominate
this part of the shelf (Larsen 1990; Hinz et al. 1991;
Escher & Pulvertaft 1995). Unpublished gravity data
combined with the structural style of unpublished seis-
mic lines acquired by Nunaoil A/S allowed Escher &
Pulvertaft (1995) to outline a large salt basin between
c. 76°30´N and 79°N; the northern limit is uncertain
due to lack of data (Fig. 9). The absence of detailed
geophysical information means that at present the geo-
logical understanding of the northernmost parts of the
East Greenland shelf is based on onshore data.

The structural study of northern Amdrup Land shows
that the Sommerterrasserne fault forms a continuation
of the Trolle Land fault zone and that this lineament
marks the southern limit of Late Mesozoic structural
deformation. In eastern Peary Land it marks the bound-
ary between the stable Greenland craton to the south
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and the Carboniferous and younger depositional ba-
sins to the north (Håkansson & Stemmerik 1984, 1989;
Stemmerik & Håkansson 1989; Stemmerik et al. 1996).
In Amdrup Land, the East Greenland fault zone takes
up this position and the Sommerterrasserne fault
transects the area of deposition (Stemmerik & Håkans-
son 1989, 1991). It is therefore suggested that deposi-
tion occurred both north-east and south-west of the
Trolle Land lineament in the offshore areas from the
Carboniferous and onwards (Stemmerik & Worsley
1989, 1995). The eastward continuation of the struc-
tural style described from northern Amdrup Land into
the offshore areas is confirmed by observations on the
small islands of Henrik Kröyer Holme some 40 km
east of Amdrup Land where folded Carboniferous car-
bonates crop out (Fig. 9).

Based on structural and stratigraphic studies in north-
ern Kronprins Christian Land it is therefore assumed
that the entire East Greenland shelf north of the Trolle
Land fault zone was affected by late Mesozoic defor-
mation. Structural studies of Kilen and Prinsesse Inge-
borg Halvø in northern Kronprins Christian Land have
outlined intense deformation associated with the lat-
est Cretaceous strike-slip movements in these areas.
Furthermore, thermal maturity studies of Carbonifer-
ous to Cretaceous sediments suggest that these north-
ern areas were affected by a latest Cretaceous to Pal-
aeogene thermal event that has destroyed most organic
material (Christiansen et al. 1991; Håkansson et al.
1994). The combined structural and thermal maturity
data therefore suggest that the pre-Paleocene sediments
are post-mature with respect to petroleum generation

Fig. 9. Map of north-eastern Greenland and the northern part of the East Greenland shelf showing position of major depositional
basins with inferred structural and thermal data. Vitrinite reflectance data (R

o
) from Håkansson et al. (1994). The outline of the

Palaeozoic salt basin and the general outline of the shelf are based on Escher & Pulvertaft (1995). Ice cover is not shown.
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and of limited economic interest in the northernmost
parts of the shelf. In contrast, the sediments east of
northern Amdrup Land and Antarctic Bugt are assumed
to have lower thermal maturity based on data from the
onshore areas. There, the Permian sediments are early
mature with respect to hydrocarbon generation whereas
the Upper Jurassic sediments are immature (Stemme-
rik et al. 1998). We therefore suggest that there is a
prospective zone parallel to and immediately north of
the Trolle Land fault zone with large domal structures
and adequate thermal maturity (Fig. 9). South of this
zone a very different structural style dominated by
extensional structures is to be expected.
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